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'Own the whole problem' — Formativ Health's
CTO on solving healthcare's consumer
engagement shortcomings
Written by Brian Zimmerman | May 01, 2018 | Print  | Email

With an increasing number of patients on the hook for larger shares of their care expenses, and
value-based care poised for deeper entrenchment in healthcare's financial landscape, achieving
strong patient engagement is a nearly universal goal among providers and healthcare
executives.

Healthcare organizations are feeling the effects of consumerism. In an August 2016 survey of
nearly 300 healthcare executives, practice administrators and billing managers conducted by

Porter Research, 63 percent of respondents said healthcare consumerism had an influence on their
organization and its patients.

Hospital and health systems are turning to technology to solve complex challenges presented by growing
consumer interest in low-cost, convenient care. But, will technology alone be enough?  Formativ Health,
founded in late 2016, is a technology enabled services company dedicated to creating an exceptional
patient experience. The company partially derives its patient-provider-centric approach from the culture of
a principal founder, Great Neck, N.Y.-based Northwell Health. The company harnesses technology to
provide a number of services, including consumer engagement, patient/provider matching, enterprise
scheduling, front-end revenue cycle and value-added patient outreach. Formativ's integrated solution was
created for physicians by physicians and currently serves 3,000-plus providers around the nation.

Formativ's Chief Product and Technology Officer David Harvey previously served on the executive team at
athenahealth as vice president of product strategy. Mr. Harvey's personal history spurred him to the
healthcare industry in 2001 after his son was born with a complex health condition.

"He's doing great today and has had a great clinical outcome, but in the throes of   those early years, my
wife and I were just confounded by the bureaucracy,opaqueness, and confusion that existed in the
business operation of healthcare," Mr. Harvey said. "It was very frustrating as a caregiver and an advocate
for a patient to have very little visibility with regards to what was happening with our patient, what was
planned to happen with our patient. … I started my first healthcare company in 2001 with the goal of
liberating information and improving communication for patients."

Mr. Harvey spoke with Becker's Hospital Review about the rise of consumerism and the future of patient
engagement.

Note: Responses have been lightly edited for length and clarity.

Question: What role does technology play in the patient experience currently, and how do you
anticipate this will evolve in the future?

David Harvey: When I started my healthcare career, I would regularly say healthcare was 20 years
behind the technology that existed in other industries, like retail, telecomm, banking, etc. Back then, that
was a very true statement. In the early 2000s, when I began working on one of the nation's first patient
portals, healthcare didn't really exist on the internet. Further on in the 2000s, I thought healthcare was
gaining ground on the other industries and starting to catch up — I was probably saying then that
healthcare was maybe 10 years behind other industries. And as we sit here today, I think the gap has
continued to close, but I still feel like we haven't closed it, and we're still five to 10 years away from really
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catching up to other consumer-driven industries.

I believe a wave of consumerism in healthcare is coming, it's
going to push a wave of innovation, and it's going to force
healthcare to continue to close the gap and catch up with other
industries and consumer expectations. And rightly so. I think we
can all agree that the shopping experience for healthcare isn't
quite Amazon-like. Patients cannot shop for providers or
services in a very objective way today — there's no real pricing
or quality transparency consumers can tap into. The average
consumer has very poor healthcare literacy and numeracy.
Providers deliver lab results to patients, and it's got all these
chemical codes and numerical figures and symbols on it, and to
expect a patient to understand what all of that means. It's an
inadequate patient experience. We have a long way to go.

At Formativ, we're trying to leverage both services and
technology to help patients find the right provider for the needs they articulate to us. We are trying better
educate consumers about their options and the costs they are likely to incur. We are chipping away at the
next frontier of the patient experience in healthcare. And when you think about the future, one thing you
can't forget is that healthcare is one of, if not the most, personal transaction a consumer can have with a
service provider. Going forward, there's a role for automation and artificial intelligence in the patient
experience — we will tap into things like machine learning, personalized medicine and telehealth. But it's
critical that all of those technologies be supported by the safety net of a human. Real support from real
people should always be available in healthcare.

Q: There's evidence to suggest provider adoption of engagement solutions can be a major barrier
to strong patient engagement. How does Formativ ensure its solutions are provider friendly?

DH: The first word that comes to mind is trust. Trust is likely the biggest obstacle to providers embracing
and adopting strong patient engagement services and technology. I don't think they'll embrace the
technology unless they trust it will do three things: be secure and accurate, improve their performance
both financially and clinically, and that it's actually going to improve the patient experience. I think if the
next generation of solutions accomplishes those things, we'll begin to overcome any trust gaps that may
understandably exist with providers today. There was a rush to technology adoption — we got a lot right,
but we also screwed up in some areas. I'm sure providers have a bit of [post-traumatic stress disorder]
about the technology that was forced down their throats. That technology was built with little regard to
whether it was going to make personal interactions between physicians and patients better. I think we're
smarter for it, and we'll continue to evolve and improve, but it's understandable provider adoption might
lag because of the change fatigue they've gone through over the last 10 years. The next generation of
technology needs to be a patient-physician-centered approach to make sure whatever we're building
optimizes that relationship.

Formativ's services have been built by physicians for physicians, and I think that's critical. We can't
eliminate the physician's perspective from the equation. We're not just building technology for the sake of
building technology. It's got to be purpose driven with provider trust and provider value at its core.

Scheduling is a good example. Providers just aren't going to embrace patient self-scheduling or third-party
scheduling unless they trust the scheduling process will match their preferences to the patients' needs.
Calendars are sort the last frontier of control physicians have over their own day, their patient mix and
income potential. So, they are very nervous about giving up control of their schedules to technology that a
third party or patients themselves would use. But I think there's a path to getting it right that honors the
protocols, preferences and rules providers want us to honor, but at the same time expands access and



inventory to patients. I think there's a way to thread that needle. If we earn their trust, then you'll see the
adoption.

Q: What role does care coordination play in the patient experience and how can hospitals ensure
the captured patient data is actionable?

DH: I think care coordination speaks directly to whether the data a health system captures is actionable
and influences not just the patient experience, but patient outcomes. Most EHRs do a pretty good job of
serving as a secure repository for information that is manually entered into them, but where some systems
don't make the cut today is their inability to efficiently ingest other sources of information to create a
single, holistic patient story. Creating this story requires core systems to pull in and rationalize information
from a broad healthcare ecosystem. They have to be good exporters of information as well, because there
is an army of entrepreneurs with technology-agnostic solutions chomping at the bit to gain access to the
appropriate data that will fuel their efforts. We're not suggesting that we replace their core EHR or practice
management systems; there is little appetite for that and it's not where the innovation is happening today.
We're looking to plug in innovation and technology on top of those core systems to facilitate secure,
efficient interoperability to do the jobs that need to be done.

I think companies like Formativ and the health systems that we aspire to serve must be prepared to play
nicely together. And if we are able to do that, then we'll be able to move more quickly and meet consumer
demand. Consumers are beginning to have a harder time understanding why healthcare can't work like
Amazon or their bank. We've blamed the regulation and bureaucracy around healthcare for some of our
slow movement, but that's not going to hold up much longer. Healthcare consumers are going to demand
their healthcare information be secure, but also liquid and capable of moving around the country freely
wherever the patient and the provider need it to move. That interoperability piece is really the key to both
care coordination and actionable information.

Q: As the pace of innovation picks up, in what areas is it necessary to still preserve the human
element to augment that tech, and how does that augmentation impact the patient experience?

DH: Healthcare is such an intimate service transaction. There's no other business transaction quite like it.
At Formativ, we are optimizing that sacred moment between the physician and the patient, and that can
only be done through a combination of both human and technology interactions that remove the
administrative and logistical burdens from that patient-provider encounter. Technology alone is not the
answer. You just can't take the human element out of healthcare, whether you're a provider or a company
that's trying to serve those providers and those patients.

When athenahealth came on the scene, they bit off big problems, like billing and document handling. They
solved them with manpower first; they basically replaced all the human work happening in those health
system processes and moved it into the four walls of their company. Once they owned the whole problem,
they were able to see areas where innovation, automation and technology could eliminate unnecessary or
inefficient steps.  But it started as a service first approach to solving problems.

At Formativ, we're also trying to bite off a big problem. Send us 100 percent of your phone calls, let us
manage 100 percent of your online chats, let us take your email traffic, and we will solve that with
manpower in the early days; and because we own the whole problem — not just at one health system, but
across many health systems — we will be able to better understand patient preferences and patient
desires, and where automation is appropriate and where it's not. Serving as the connective tissue
between a health system and their patients will allow our efficiencies, automation and innovation to
develop over time.  Because we own the whole problem, we have a global view of end to end relationship
management; and we can honor both the patient and the provider in the process of eradicating
inefficiencies and improving the patient experience with technology.
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